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By Radek Majer, Directorate of the Presidency

Contact Committee 2015
Latvia, 18 - 19 June 2015

European Fund for Strategic Investments – 
more clarity concerning the accountability, 
governance and audit arrangements still needed 

The lead topic of the meeting was the European 
Fund for Strategic Investments (EFSI) as the main 
guarantee instrument underpinning the Investment 
Plan for Europe (hereafter the Plan). Although at the 
time of the meeting the EFSI regulation had not yet 
been adopted, the topic was identified as being of 
significant interest to the EU SAI community. The 
aim of the discussion, moderated by Vítor Caldeira, 
ECA President, was to raise awareness of the 
accountability, governance and audit arrangements, 
including the associated risks applicable to the EFSI, 
and to address the involvement of Member States 
and the role of SAIs. 

Guest speakers Burkhard Schmidt, (acting) director 
at the European Commission, and Nicholas Jennet, 
director at the European Investment Bank, attended 
the meeting to present the Plan, the EFSI, their 
institutions’ relevant roles, and the principles 
concerning the selection and administration of 
projects. The guest speakers’ introduction was 
followed by a presentation by Lazaros Lazarou, ECA 

Member, on the ECA’s views set out in its opinion 
4/2015 concerning the draft EFSI regulation. 
While presenting the ECA’s concerns, Lazaros 
Lazarou acknowledged that the EU legislators had 
addressed some of the issues raised in respect of 
the proposed governance, accountability and audit 
arrangements, including introducing greater clarity 
in relation to the ECA’s audit mandate. 

In the other contributions and ensuing discussion 
the heads of SAIs agreed that the Plan was 
an important initiative aimed at supporting 
investment and boosting growth. However, they 
noted that the implications of some important 
elements of the governance and accountability 
arrangements remained to be clarified, and 
expressed their concerns about the financial risks 
involved in implementing the Plan. Firstly, much 
of this risk would primarily be covered by the EU 
budget. Secondly, national financing of relevant 
projects entails a risk of further liabilities for public 
finances, including a risk of increased national 
debt. Moreover, there is uncertainty about the 
arrangements for ensuring the sustainability of the 
projects. In conclusion, the Contact Committee 
agreed that there would be benefits in exploring 
the impact of the governance and accountability 
arrangements once they are put in place, and their 
possible consequence on public audit.

Prevention and fight against irregularities and 
fraud and cooperation with law enforcement 
authorities is essential

One of the sessions of the Contact Committee 
meeting was focused on the prevention and 
fight against irregularities and fraud, and SAIs’ 
cooperation with law enforcement institutions. The 
presentation of national experiences and practice 
was complemented by a contribution from Klaus-
Heiner Lehne, ECA Member, who commented on 
the practice at EU level and the ECA’s cooperation 
with OLAF. He highlighted the importance of 
relevant cooperation between the EU SAIs and with 

Vítor Caldeira, ECA President; Elita Krūmiņa,  Latvian Auditor 
General; Karol Mitrík, President of the Supreme Audit Office of the 
Slovak Republic

Heads of EU SAIs and the ECA discussed the accountability, governance and audit arrangements 
of the European Fund for Strategic Investments, and agreed to undertake a number of EU-related 
collaborative audits.
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law enforcement authorities at EU and national 
level. 

The heads of SAIs noted that EU SAIs’ relevant 
mandates and national practices differ significantly. 
Some concerns were raised about the mandate and 
position of OLAF within the European Commission 
and the absence of a criminal court at EU level. 
The participants concluded that there was a need 
to enhance cooperation between SAIs in this 
domain, and established a relevant working group 
to address the prevention and fight against fraud 
and irregularities in the interests of protecting EU 
revenues.

2014-2020 multiannual financial framework

Heads of SAIs also discussed the arrangements 
concerning the 2014-2020 multiannual financial 
framework, the associated risks and relevant audit 
work. Igors Ludboržs, ECA Member, presented 
the ECA’s landscape review of the risks to the 
financial management of the EU budget, which 
was seen as a significant contribution to the 
issue. The participants highlighted the need to 
focus on performance and results where relevant, 
the importance of adhering to the principles 
of economy, effectiveness and efficiency when 
implementing projects, and the relevance of 
performance indicators.

New collaborative audits on the way

The implementation of the Europe 2020 Strategy 
is entering its second half. EU SAIs decided this 
was the right moment to conduct parallel audits 
on projects aimed at promoting education and the 
labour markets’ needs, and their contribution to 
the achievement of the strategy. Two Europe 2020 
strategy-related audits will be undertaken. Heads 
of SAIs also agreed to carry out a collaborative 
audit that would focus on the underlying risks for 
the sustainability of public finances with a specific 
focus on liabilities, guarantees and public debt. 
Preparations should start in 2015, with reports to be 
delivered in 2017.

At the previous meeting of the Contact Committee 
held in Luxembourg (see ECA Journal of November 
2014) the heads of SAIs had decided to assess the 
accountability and reporting arrangements related 
to the introduction of the banking union, and the 

relevant audit arrangements. Having evaluated 
the arrangements and identified risks concerning 
accountability and audit, this year the heads of 
SAIs decided to issue a statement addressed to the 
relevant EU institutions and national authorities, 
which highlights a number of issues. Moreover, a 
collaborative audit focusing on the implementation 
of prudential supervision of banks will be started 
in 2016. Neven Mates, ECA Member responsible 
for the relevant ECA audit, attended the Contact 
Committee meeting to represent the ECA in the 
relevant discussions.

Finally, the heads of SAIs took stock of the activities 
carried out by the working bodies of the Contact 
Committee. This included a presentation of the 
results of a parallel audit focused on types of errors 
in EU and national public procurement within 
the structural funds programmes (report to be 
published soon), and a decision to establish an 
expert network to focus on cooperation concerning 
assessments of public economic policies presented 
to national parliaments. A full overview of the 
working groups’ activities is available on the 
Contact Committee website in the form of a status 
outline. SAIs who had conducted interesting EU-
relevant audits were also given the opportunity to 
present their work. 

The next meeting will be hosted and chaired by 
the Supreme Audit Office of the Slovak Republic in 
October 2016 and will give the heads of SAIs the 
opportunity to follow up on the decisions taken in 
Latvia.
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You kindly agreed to 
organise the Contact 
Committee meeting in 
Latvia. Can you explain to 
our readers what was the 
main motive, and how you 
think your SAI has benefited 
from the experience?

Latvia joined the European 
Union as part of the 2004 
enlargement and the State 
Audit Office of the Republic 

of Latvia (SAO of Latvia) became member of the 
Contact Committee in the same year. From the very 
beginning we have been enthusiastic participants, 
acknowledging the need to lead by example and 
take the responsibility as needed. We saw the 
Latvian Presidency of the Council of the European 
Union that took place in the first half of 2015 as a 
good opportunity and decided to combine these 
two events so indisputably important for Latvia and 
its international image. Looking back at what we 
have achieved, I feel proud of our team. I believe 
that the SAO of Latvia has benefited from this 
undertaking not only in terms of experience and 
knowledge, but also in terms of opportunities for 
further cooperation and development, as well as 
fostering team spirit amongst our employees.

A number of important topics were discussed 
at this meeting. Which of them are of specific 
interest to your work?

When developing the Contact Committee meeting 
agenda, our intention was to address the topics that 
would be of specific interest to the vast majority of 
the Contact Committee members, and at the same 
time we wanted to be proactive and discuss issues 
early rather than putting them off and trying to 
catch up later. The choice of the European Fund for 
Strategic Investments as the main seminar theme is 
a good example of our intentions. 

Furthermore, we decided to split the audience 
and provide them with the possibility to choose 
between two parallel sessions depending on their 
specific interest. The options were “Prevention 
and fight against irregularities and fraud and 
cooperation with law enforcement institutions” and 
the “2014 - 2020 multiannual financial framework”. 
Both topics are relevant for our work. We are still 

looking for better ways to prevent the squandering 
of public resources and to facilitate recovery of 
the caused damages. We also want our voice to be 
heard and the evidence supporting our findings 
to be taken into account when deliberating on the 
current financial framework. 

The Contact Committee adopted a statement on 
the banking union, of which Latvia is member. Is 
this a key issue in Latvia, and how do you think 
the statement could help?

I have to admit that the SAO of Latvia did not 
have the mandate to audit the relevant national 
supervisor (the Financial and Capital Market 
Commission) and its supervisory activities. 
Therefore not much has changed for us with 
the transfer of the supervision responsibility to 
the European Central Bank. However, we live in 
the European Union and we are worried about 
the new challenges that the introduction of the 
Single Supervisory Mechanism brings, especially 
the possible audit gaps and the loss of mandate 
to audit the supervision of significant banks by a 
number of national SAIs in their respective Member 
States. 

I see the statement as a step in the right direction, 
since our common goal is to raise awareness about 
this issue, encourage national governments and 
parliaments to seek an extension of the audit 
mandates of their national SAIs and urge the 
European institutions to address the concerns 
identified. I believe that our joint actions will result 
in establishing fully auditable, accountable and 
effective banking supervision arrangements as 
together we are one strong and powerful voice 
standing together to improve accountability and 
efficiency of the public sector in the European 
Union as a whole.

Questions to Elita Krūmiņa, Latvian Auditor 
General
By Radek Majer, Directorate of the Presidency

Elita Krūmiņa
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Upon invitation of the President of the Supreme 
Audit Office (NKÚ) Miloslav Kala, the President of 
the European Court of Auditors, Vitor Caldeira, 
carried out an official visit to the Czech Republic 
(CZ) from 15 until 17 June 2015. The ECA President 
was accompanied by Jan Kinšt, ECA Member, and 
Geoffrey Simpson, Director of the Presidency.

President Caldeira was received at the highest 
level by the country´s representatives. All of them 
expressed their support and respect to the ECA, 
including to its role as the watchdog of the EU’s 
finances and to the outcomes of its work. 

The CZ President, Miloš Zeman, briefed President 
Caldeira and Jan Kinšt about the recent legislative 
developments concerning the broadening of the 
audit mandate of the CZ NKÚ and other legislative 
proposals on combating economic crime. He was 
interested in learning of President Caldeira´s views 
on the possibilities of sanctioning the persons who 
cannot prove the origin of their wealth as well as 
the role of supreme audit institutions in auditing 
municipalities and any enterprises created by 
them. The debate also touched the question of 
the necessary independence of audit bodies in the 
implementation structure of EU funds, the necessity 
for simplification of the legislation governing EU 
funds and the attention to be paid and capacity 
devoted by the national SAIs to performance 
auditing.

Visit of the ECA President to the 
Czech Republic
By Jan Kinšt, ECA Member

Both Bohuslav Sobotka, the Prime Minister, and Jan 
Hamáček, the Speaker of the Parliament´s Chamber 
of Deputies, admitted that the Czech Republic 
had experienced a number of difficulties with 
the execution of EU funds in the previous period, 
and thanked the ECA for its recommendations for 
improving management and control. The Czech 
Republic has learned lessons which are addressed 
in the framework of establishing the operational 
programmes for 2014+, notably in the simplification 
of their structures, adoption of the Civil Service 
Act as a tool to stabilize the human resource 
situation in managing authorities as well as their 
professionalism, and improving the monitoring 
of the EU spending and results of programmes 
and projects. They are looking forward to a fruitful 
cooperation with the ECA and the Commission in 
the upcoming period.

From left to right: Jan Kinšt, ECA Member; Vítor Caldeira, 
ECA President; Miloš Zeman (CZ President); Zdeňka 
Horníková (CZ NKÚ Vice-President); Miloslav Kala 
(CZ NKÚ President)

President Caldeira and Jan Kinšt also visited the 
joint meeting of the EU Affairs and Budgetary 
Control Committees of the national parliament. 
They gave a presentation in which they 
mentioned new challenges for public audit in the 
EU, cooperation between the EU and national 
parliaments and the results of the ECA’s audits 
in the Czech Republic in 2009 – 2013. President 
Caldeira was then invited to take part in the 
opening of the new plenary session of the Chamber 
of Deputies.

The ECA delegation also held a bilateral meeting 
with the CZ NKÚ top management. Both parties 
exchanged information regarding the latest 
developments in their respective institutions. The 

Meeting with the CZ Prime Minister Mr Bohuslav 
Sobotka (source CZ Office of Government)
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NKÚ presented the results of its audits of EU fund 
and key conclusions and recommendations. These 
concur with the ECA’s audit findings in the Czech 
Republic. The NKÚ also introduced the first outline 
of the next edition of their EU Report which will 
summarize the results of the NKÚ’s and ECA’s audits 
undertaken during the Czech Republic’s first ten-
year membership of the EU.

ECA President discussing at the conference on e-Data”

The key event during the visit was the conference 
on e-Data hosted by the NKÚ. The ECA President 
opened the event with his address and Geoffrey 
Simpson was one of the keynote-speakers of the 
conference. More than one hundred guests from 
the NKÚ, national administration, think-tanks, NGOs 
and other EU SAIs took part in the conference and 
exchanged views on the potential of the use of 
electronic data for detecting risks in the raising 
and spending of public funds, and to help in their 
auditing.

The visit of the ECA President in the Czech Republic 
attracted media coverage. President Caldeira was 
invited to the morning edition of Czech public 
television news. He also gave an  interview to one of 
the leading CZ printed media Lidové noviny.

In general, the visit fulfilled its objective and 
enhanced the awareness of key CZ representatives 
and institutions about the ECA and its work, and 
about the necessity to pay due attention to the 
management and control of EU funds. It also 
fostered bilateral relations between the two sister 
institutions – ECA and NKÚ.

Visit of the ECA President to the Czech Republic continued
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M. Vassilios Skouris, 12 ans de présidence à la 
tête de la Cour de justice de l’Union européenne 
Par Rosmarie Carotti et le Service juridique de la Cour des comptes européenne

Après avoir siégé comme juge à la Cour de justice 
de l’Union européenne depuis le 8 juin 1999 et 
assumé  la présidence de celle-ci au cours des 
douze dernières années,  M. Vassilios Skouris 
s’apprête à raccrocher sa robe.

La CJUE, a organisé un colloque, le 8 juin dernier, 
ayant pour thème « La Cour de justice de l’Union 
européenne sous la présidence de Vassilios Skouris » 
au cours duquel sont intervenus des Membres des 
juridictions européennes, plusieurs personnalités 
ayant entretenu, au titre de leurs fonctions des 
relations avec la Cour et des représentants d’autres 
institutions européennes, afin d’exprimer leur 
reconnaissance au Président Skouris pour sa 
contribution à l’évolution de la justice européenne. 
Le colloque a également été l’occasion de saluer 
l’effort de restructuration entrepris par le Président 
Skouris pour faire face à l’augmentation du 
contentieux et de présenter les grandes lignes du 
projet de réforme du système judiciaire européen 
dont il est l’initiateur et qui prévoit la disparition du 
Tribunal de la Fonction Publique et le renforcement 
du Tribunal de l’Union Européenne avec la création 
de 21 postes de nouveaux juges.

A l’issue du colloque, le Président Skouris s’est vu 
remettre un Liber Amicorum qui, au travers des  
contributions de plusieurs Membres et anciens 
Membres de la Cour, offre autant de regards 
privilégiés sur les évolutions de la protection 
juridictionnelle au sein de l’Union. 

De notre côté, c’est l’occasion de rappeler deux 
arrêts rendus par la Cour de justice, en 2001 et 
en 2011, dans des formations dans lesquelles 

le Président Skouris siégeait, et qui sont encore 
aujourd’hui d’une grande importance pour le travail 
de la Cour des comptes. Il s’agit des affaires Ismeri et 
Commission contre Allemagne. 

Ismeri Europa contre Cour des comptes, affaire 
C-315/99 P, du 10 juillet 2001 

L’arrêt de la Cour de justice encadre les conditions 
dans lesquelles la Cour des comptes, dans ses 
rapports, est autorisée à citer nominativement les 
tiers (entités privés, entreprises) qui ne sont pas 
soumis à son contrôle. Bien que datant de 2001, 
l’arrêt Ismeri reste la jurisprudence de référence en 
matière de désignation nominative des tiers dans 
les rapports de la Cour des comptes.

Dans le rapport spécial n° 1/96 relatif aux 
programmes MED, la Cour des comptes européenne 
faisait état de confusions d’intérêts dans le système 
global de gestion de certains de ces programmes. 
Le rapport mentionnait explicitement Ismeri en tant 
qu’entreprise  en charge de l’administration et de la 
gestion financière des fonds en question. 

La société requérante a saisi le Tribunal d’un recours 
en réparation du préjudice subi du fait des critiques 
formulées dans le rapport 1/96. Face au rejet du 
recours par le Tribunal, la requérante a formé un 
pourvoi devant la Cour de justice.

Les principes

La règle générale énoncée par Ismeri est que 
la Cour des comptes ne doit pas identifier 
nommément, au sein de ses rapports, les personnes 
à l’origine d’irrégularités de gestion financière 
et qui ne sont en principe pas soumises à son 
contrôle si ces décisions « affectent directement 
leurs intérêts ». En effet, bien que les rapports de 
la Cour ne soient pas légalement contraignants 
et qu’ils n’affectent pas directement les droits des 
personnes qui y sont mentionnées, il sont tout 
de même susceptibles d’avoir des conséquences 
non négligeables, notamment sur la réputation 
des personnes concernées lorsqu’il fait état 
d’irrégularités ou dysfonctionnements financiers. 

Par exception, des circonstances particulières (la 
gravité des faits, le risque de confusion préjudiciable 
aux intérêts des tiers) peuvent permettre à la Cour 
des comptes de désigner nominativement dans ses 

Vassilios Skouris, Président
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rapports des personnes qui ne sont pas soumises 
à son contrôle. Dans ces conditions, le principe du 
contradictoire doit être respecté : les tiers concernés 
doivent être auditionnés et ont le droit de formuler 
des observations avant l’adoption définitive du 
rapport. 

Les principes exprimés dans l’arrêt Ismeri sont 
depuis devenus partie intégrante de la politique de 
la Cour en matière de publication de ses rapports 
et trouvent application pour toute irrégularité 
constatée par cette dernière.

Commission contre Allemagne, affaire C-539/09, 
du 15 novembre 2011 

Cet arrêt de la Cour de justice  revêt une importance 
considérable dans la définition de l’étendue des 
pouvoirs de la Cour des comptes définis par les 
Traités et par le règlement financier. 

L’article 287 du TFUE dispose que « la Cour des 
comptes examine la légalité et la régularité de la 
totalité des recettes et dépenses de l’Union (…) le 
contrôle a lieu sur pièces et, au besoin, sur place, 
(…) dans les États membres ».  Le Règlement 
Financier précise la portée de cette disposition en 
permettant à la Cour, dans ses articles 161 et 163 
«de prendre connaissance (…) de tout document 
ou information relatifs à la gestion financière des 
services ou organismes concernant les opérations 
financées ou cofinancées par les Communautés ».  

Le ministère fédéral des finances allemand s’était 
opposé à ce que la Cour des comptes effectue un 
audit concernant la coopération administrative 
dans le domaine de la taxe sur la valeur ajoutée, 
en soutenant qu’aucune base juridique valable 
n’autorisait la Cour à effectuer ce contrôle.

Face à l’opposition réitérée du Gouvernement 
allemand, la Commission a introduit un recours 
pour défendre les prérogatives de la Cour des 
comptes et a, par conséquent, demandé à la 
Cour de justice de constater le manquement de 
l’Allemagne à ses obligations découlant de l’article 
248 du Traité (l’actuel article 287 TFUE) et de l’article 
140 du Règlement financier (les actuels articles 161 
et 163 du Règlement Financier). 

Les principes

La Cour de justice estime que selon le Traité, les 
compétences de la Cour des comptes « devraient 
être interprétées de manière large et s’étendre 
à tous les domaines ainsi qu’à tous les acteurs 
présentant un lien direct avec les recettes ou 
dépenses de la Communauté ». En effet, selon la 
Cour de justice, la mission ultime de la Cour de 
comptes et de contribuer à l’amélioration de la 
gestion financière de la communauté, notamment 
par la transmission de ses rapports et observations 
aux autres institutions. 

Dans ces conditions, la Cour de justice a admis 
que la Cour des comptes était compétente pour 
effectuer le contrôle portant sur la coopération 
administrative dans le domaine de la taxe sur la 
valeur ajoutée au titre du règlement n°1798/2003, 
dans la mesure où il relevait du contrôle de la bonne 
gestion financière d’une ressource propre de l’UE (la 
taxe sur la valeur ajoutée). En effet, elle considère 
qu’il existe un lien direct entre la perception de 
recettes issues de la TVA et la mise à disposition du 
budget communautaire issu des ressources TVA, 
dans la mesure où « toute lacune dans la perception 
des premières se trouve potentiellement à l’origine 
d’une réduction des secondes » (par. 72 de l’arrêt). 

L’arrêt Commission contre Allemagne a eu une 
importance fondamentale pour la Cour des 
comptes, dans la mesure où il y est affirmé que les 
États Membres sont obligés de collaborer avec la 
Cour à chaque fois qu’elle audite des dépenses ou 
recettes qui présentent un lien direct avec le budget 
européen. 

M. Vassilios Skouris, 12 ans de présidence à la tête de la Cour 
de justice de l’Union européenne continued
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Good governance
By Rosmarie Carotti

Introduction

Governance is about the decision-making structure, 
processes and associated controls, writes the 
European Investment Bank (EIB). Because the EIB 
is at the same time an EU body and a bank, it is 
governed by both public governance and corporate 
governance principles. 

The whole bank contributes to the improvement of 
governance, said Jan Willem van der Kaaij, Inspector 
General of the EIB. Good governance therefore is 
not a prerogative of the Inspectorate General alone, 
which receives all allegations of fraud, corruption, 
collusion or coercion in connection with EIB-
financed operations or activities, or concerning EIB 
Group staff.

The EIB has to weigh risks, and take decisions while 
listening to the outside world. New mechanisms like 
the European Fund for Strategic Investment (EFSI) in 
the Juncker Plan carry high demands on the Bank in 
terms of accountability and transparency.

What is governance: friend or foe for doing 
business? This question was put by Jonathan Taylor, 
EIB Vice-President. The issue is paramount for the 
EIB. It refers to political governance, corruption, 
organised crime, investments, contractors, funds. 
It also refers to the governance of the Bank, that it 
runs on sound financial principles.

On the occasion of the 10th anniversary of the European Investment Bank’s 
Inspectorate General, panellists discussed governance issues. We report about 
“Governance: friend or foe for doing business?”, and “Public accountability and 
banking: an oxymoron?” 10 June 2015

Panel 1: Governance: friend or foe for doing 
business?

For Ian Harden, Secretary General, European 
Ombudsman, good governance is context 
specific. His interest is in how the EIB’s governance 
arrangements deal with the expectations put to the 
EIB. The EIB is a bank and it needs to be effective 
and legitimate in terms of markets and market 
actors, but unlike other International Financial 
Institutions (IFIs) it is embedded in a constitutional 
framework that contains a number of formal 
accountability mechanisms. 

Ian Harden then discussed more specifically the 
EIB’s arrangements for handling disputes and 
complaints, the memorandum of understanding 
between the EIB and the European Ombudsman, 
the new challenges coming from the European 
Central Bank (ECB), the new trends in development 
finance. The EIB also increasingly cooperates with 
other IFIs, in particular through co-financing. IFIs 
compete as well as cooperate. It is tempting to think 
this should push the EIB more towards markets.

Katarzina Kaszasova, Member of the EIB Board of 
Directors discussed the EIB corporate governance 
model. Together with the Audit Committee, the 
Board of Governors, the Board of Directors and the 
Management Committee make up the statutory 
bodies of the EIB. The EIB is a European body and 
also a bank. The EIB needs to know the outcome 
governments want to achieve; its reporting to the 
Board of Governors is good but often bureaucratic.

There are imbalances: the EIB Board of Directors 
is not a resident body. Katarzina Kaszasova said 
that its members are personally responsible only 
to the Bank but nominated by their governments. 
They may have only limited understanding of 
details how a bank operates and they often 
change. Recognising these deficiencies the Board 
of Directors set up in 2013 a working group on 
governance and adopted draft recommendations 
in December 2014. But the issue goes beyond the 
Board of Directors. Depending on the mission at 
the time, the expected outcome is different. How 
may externalities like the sovereign debt crisis and 
recent financial crisis, recovery of Europe, initiatives 
like the Juncker Plan affect the current and future 
functioning of the EIB?

The panellists
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John Sutherland spoke as supervisor and Member 
of the EIB Audit Committee and analysed different 
models of governance and their effectiveness: the 
presidential model, the model for unitary corporate 
leadership, the EU supervision, as well as the 
leading indicators for governance.

Cobus de Swardt, managing director of 
Transparency International made the point that the 
world economy cannot function without banks but 
that the financial sector can also be destructive. 
Integrity of the banking sector is therefore 
critical but performance in terms of increasing 
transparency and accountability is still poor. 

Governance is about an internal process but also 
essential for trust from the outside. There needs 
to be an independent oversight of governance 
structures. He called the European project a 
disappointment in dealing with the crisis with a lack 
of transparency. This led to a huge socialisation of 
risk and privatisation of gains. Conflict of interest 
declarations should become standard in the public 
sector.

Looking at the EIB and considering that it will be the 
vehicle for an unprecedented € 315 billion boost 
to public investment, he said that supranational 
banks should lead the way to new regulations and 
become a best practice example for commercial 
banks. The EIB’s capital comes from the taxpayer; 
resilience to stress is therefore particularly 
important.

Panel 2: Public accountability and banking: an 
oxymoron?

Anna Brandt, Member of the EIB Board of Directors, 
felt that the public accountability functions at IFIs 
are absolutely crucial. Rather than viewing them 
as a “challenge” for IFIs they are a ”prerequisite” for 
continued support from stakeholders and for being 
viewed as credible and legitimate in the eyes of the 
public. The accountability functions do not have 
to be seen as a control mechanism and should be 
independent from management. An important 
role of accountability functions is to build a culture 
of trust and learning. Stakeholders also need to 
support them. 

Gonzales Castro de la Mata, Chairman, Inspection 
Panel, the World Bank, raised the question about 
how to define success. Is it to redress the harm to 
people or lessons for the institution? There is a need 
to place results and compliance within the right 
context: processes need to be fair, transparent, and 
objective.

Rakesh Nangia, Evaluator General and Vice 
President, African Development Bank, also 
presented key questions to provoke a dialogue 
and bring the “oxymoron” into focus. To whom are 
banks and in particular the Development Bank 
responsible?  To citizens or governments? Has 
the time come to look for a global accountability 
framework? 

ECA Member Alex Brenninkmeijer took the citizen’s 
perspective whose trust in the banking system is 
in decline. Finance has become too important and 
the economy vulnerable because of the level of 
financial activity. 

There is a systemic risk in the EU.  EFSI,as part of 
the Juncker Plan, has added to this situation. The 
development of the interspace and the need for 
quantitative easing by the European Central Bank 
(ECB) are black holes in our knowledge of finance. 

Finance represents an overly large proportion of 
European gross domestic product. We are living 
in a world where the banks are too big but also in 
a world with fundamentally instable markets and 
with hardly any governance safeguards within the 
banking system. Moreover there is a moral hazard, 
for instance the bonus culture, or questionable 
consumer banking products. Panel 2

Good governance continued
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Accountability is an art which is too much 
internally oriented and messages are hardly 
comprehensible for the outside world. The ECA is 
no exception in this and too remote to the citizens. 
Accountability should not only be in place but also 
be comprehensible to ordinary people. 

There is need for governance and more 
accountability in the financial sector. What about 
accountability for the Juncker Plan? Are doors 
of the World Bank open for the ECA as external 
auditor in relation to the European money invested? 
The answer was no but the problem has now 
been resolved. The doors are also closed when 
the ECA wants to audit UN spending of European 
money. Except for the operational efficiency of 
management, it is no different when the ECA wants 
to audit the ECB. Is there sufficient political control 
by the European Parliament? 

If accountability and banking are perceived as an 
oxymoron, it is time to act and work together, in 
Europe and globally, said Alex Brenninkmeijer.

Other issues

Panel 3: “What happens when financial supervision 
goes wrong?” is not covered by this article. 
The ECA calls on the EU to improve its financial 
accountability towards citizens. In the ECA’s view, 
the EU should strengthen the links between public 
financial managers, parliaments and public auditors 
both at the EU-level and in the Member States.

Alex Brenninkmeijer,  ECA Member
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The value of accruals accounting in the 
public sector 

President Caldeira welcomed Ian Ball, Chairman of CIPFA International, professor of accountancy and public 
policy and former chief executive officer (CEO) of the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC) to a 
conference on “The value of accruals accounting in the public sector” organised by CEAD-B, in cooperation 
with the Professional Training Unit

 3 June 2015

By Rosmarie Carotti

Ian Ball’s experience in the public sector, said 
President Caldeira, was very fitting for the European 
Union as it deals with the consequences of the 
financial crisis and aims to achieve stronger 
financial management and delivering better 
services. 

Ian Ball, he said, was remarkable by his long 
experience, including in IFAC, where he had done 
enormous work in standard setting, not only for 
auditing and assurance but also for ethics and 
public financial reporting. 

Developments in the public sector are elements 
of crucial importance for the ECA. The European 
Union is working towards a new set of accounting 
standards (EPSAS,) and accruals-based budgeting 
and accounting are key elements and drivers of 
change in public financial management.

Ian Ball’s topic - fiscal policy management concept 
– is of great relevance as the Commission is 
looking to introduce the concepts of performance 
budgeting and performance reporting.

The context

Ian Ball is known for having designed and 
implemented New Zealand’s financial management 
reform process, leading to the adoption of accruals 
accounting for that government’s budgeting, 
appropriations and financial reporting. New Zealand 
was the first country to undertake such a reform 
and has become since become a model for others to 
follow.

Until 1989 the New Zealand Government’s 
financial management system operated on a 
cash basis. The ensuing financial management 
and reporting reform took place in the wider 
context of a microeconomic reform and public 
sector management reform. The new system was 
formalised in the Public Finance Act of October 
1989. 

From 1989 to 1991 accounting appropriations 
moved to an accruals basis. From 1989 to 1994 
financial statements plus budgets progressively 
moved to an accruals basis. The concepts at 
the heart of the reform were performance, 
accountability and integration.

“We cannot manage performance without accruals 
accounting”

Ian Ball explained why New Zealand had introduced 
accruals accounting. It was, he said, linked to – 
and driven by - managing performance, and not 
accounting.

In a public sector context ownership is generally 
about maintaining capital. But for Ian Ball, 
ownership is not just about making money, it is 
about the management of resources. In the new 
system, the first distinction is between buyer and 

Ian Ball, Chairman of CIPFA International
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The new system introduced the concepts of 
Ministers as purchasers, and departments and 
other agencies as suppliers. Ministers purchase 
outputs in order to achieve the Government's 
desired outcomes. As an example, Ministers 
will purchase a range of policy advice outputs 
from the Ministry of Transport and other 
departments, and a range of regulatory outputs 
from Transit New Zealand and other agencies, 
in order to achieve the Government's desired 
outcomes relating to a safe and efficient land 
transport system. 

Outputs have become the basis of appropriation 
by Parliament, and for reporting back to that 
body. (http://www.ssc.govt.nz/node/1397.

At the end of the year - and this is where accruals 
accounting makes a reappearance - New Zealand 
produces financial statements on an accruals basis 
together with a performance statement which 
outlines all the services delivered during the year. 
That is also audited, and subject to exactly the same 
audit and assurance as the financial statements.

The benefits of accrual budgeting

The Commission uses accruals-based accounting. 
Recently there has been much talk about 
introducing accruals-based budgeting. But what are 
the additional benefits of accruals-based budgeting 
once accruals accounting is in place, and how to 
move towards accruals budgeting?

Ian Ball is convinced that to get the full benefit 
of accruals-based accounting and reporting 
there needs to be accruals-based budgeting. The 
use of cash budgeting while requiring accruals 
reporting will cause a lot of frustration to managers. 
Governments can introduce additional controls 
around cash, even if the system is accruals-based.

purchaser, the second between inputs and outputs 
to achieve outcomes, otherwise known as social 
performance. The third important distinction is 
between government as a whole - or the “Crown ” 
-  and individual departments.
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ECA participated in an international seminar for 
auditors from Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine
By Katarzyna Radeska - Moroz

Last month (May), an international seminar for 
representatives of the Georgian, Moldavian and 
Ukrainian SAIs was organized by the Polish SAI (NIK) 
in Warsaw. The ECA’s Members, Augustyn Kubik 
and Szabolcs Fazakas, participated in the round 
table discussions, together with the Heads (and 
Deputy Heads) of the SAIs of the Czech Republic, 
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovak Republic 
and - obviously - of Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine. 
The debate was devoted to the experience of EU 
SAIs in the development and capacity building on 
their road to EU membership. Augustyn Kubik and 
Szabolcs Fazakas presented ECA’s experience of 
collaboration with the SAIs of candidate countries. 
The debate was also fed by presentations made 
by Bogdan Borusewicz, the Speaker of the Polish 
Senate and  Henryka Mościcka-Dendys, Deputy 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. 

The discussion at top management level was 
followed by a three-day seminar for auditors. 
Augustyn  Kubik and his cabinet gave training 
on the ECA’s compliance and performance audit 
methodology. The hosts prepared presentations on 
anti-corruption measures and functioning of local 
governments. 

It is the ambition of the NIK to help the SAIs of 
Georgia, Moldova and Ukraine on their way towards 
EU public audit standards. The potential benefit 
is not only better quality of national audits on 
the use of EU funds in these countries, but also a 
strengthened position of the three SAIs within their 
respective national institutional frameworks. The 
memory of the pre-accession period is still relatively 
fresh in the Polish SAI, and now the NIK wants to 
share this experience with SAIs of other countries. 
ECA’s input was very appreciated as a valuable 
contribution to this capacity building exercise.
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ECA and the Swedish NAO combine their 
experience in performance audit to help the 
SAIs of EU candidate and potential candidate 
countries 
By Jussi Bright, principal auditor

Introduction 

On 19-21 May the ECA hosted the fifth workshop of 
the parallel performance audit project on energy 
efficiency, attended by representatives of the 
SAIs of six EU candidate and potential candidate 
countries. The project which started in 2014 and 
is led by the Swedish National Audit Office (SNAO) 
is carried out under the auspices of Joint Working 
Group on Audit Activities (a working body of the 
Contact Committee) with the leadership of the 
liaison officer, Dragos Budulac, from the Romanian 
SAI. 

During this latest workshop in Luxembourg, 
the participants discussed the conclusions and 
recommendations of their respective audits and 
how they might be presented in a report. The 
ECA has supported the project from the start by 
providing methodology and subject matter experts. 

Following Frank: Every audit done “my way”

The concept of the parallel audit was that every 
SAI would audit a similar topic although individual 
audit approaches could of course differ. The 
selected topic was “energy efficiency management 
systems and measures in public institutions”. In this 
respect, the Court’s special report on “greenhouse 
gases of the EU institutions” (No 14/14) came in 
handy and Tomasz Kapera from CH IV told of his 
experiences to the participants in the first workshop 
in Tirana. 

Secondly the ECA and the SNAO applied the 
“regatta approach”. There was a common starting 

line and the idea was to follow the sequence 
of an audit cycle in performance audit, from 
planning through to implementation and to audit 
conclusions and recommendations.  To avoid 
too much drifting in the stormy weathers of the 
Adriatic, John Sweeney from CEAD-A gave some 
methodological advice and tips in the second 
workshop in Sarajevo. 

The concrete audit questions and data gathering 
methods were discussed in Belgrade and Skopje 
where I took part. Most of the participants had 
experience in financial and compliance audits. 
One of the key challenges was to try to change the 
mind-set of a highly standardised audit approach to 
allow for the flexibility of performance auditing in 
design and execution. The relevant audit questions, 
criteria and sources of information varied from one 
country to the next. The challenge at the end was 
to provide accurate, well-founded and balanced 
information, in a fair and reader-friendly way, 
culminating in a reliable and objective audit report. 
The experts had to stress numerous times that in 
performance audits the reality is not usually simply 
black-or-white: it is painted in fifty shades of grey. 

Peer comments – “I’m loving it!”

The SNAO and ECA facilitators wanted to introduce 
less “traditional” instructive coaching. Peer 
comments between the auditors of the different 
SAIs were the major part of the success of this 
coaching approach. At the beginning there was 
some resistance towards this approach. However, 
if there is one nation in the EU that can credibly 
underline the virtues of constructive feedback and a 
complete respect for a consensus-based managerial 
approach, then it must be the Swedes. 

The “None of us are as smart as all of us” approach 
delivered good results. When asked at the end of 
each workshop what was the most useful part of 
the meeting, commenting and discussing each 
other’s work and receiving feedback was always 
mentioned. This gives hope for the future.   

Young lions versus old foxes but still a successful 
and cost effective project

In Bosnia they say that if you remember Vucko 
(the official mascot of the 1984 Winter Olympics), 
you are old. But how can somebody forget the 
ill-treatment of Ingemar Stenmark or the young 
Finnish ski jumper Matti Nykänen in those 

From left to right: Jussi Bright (ECA); Isak Reichel and 
Tony Angleryd (SNAO)
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games? Despite the generation gap between the 
facilitators and the participants, the project was a 
useful one and provided the western Balkans SAIs 
with relevant knowledge and skills in the field of 
performance auditing. 

One of the beautiful things about this regional 
initiative is that it was done cost effectively. We met 
in the region moving from one capital to another 
to keep the costs down. Everybody covered their 
own travel and accommodation costs during the 
regional phase. The SNAO sponsored the trip to 
Luxembourg. However, you only got an invitation 
if you had participated in at least two of the four 
previous regional workshops. 

A further achievement was the creation of a 
network of performance audit experts in South East 
Europe. The Swedish experts kept the momentum 
alive even between the workshops as they also 
supporting many bilateral projects in the region. All 
the SNAO experts – Christina Sand, Isak Reichel and 
Tony Angleryd – were experienced performance 
auditors, not to forget Hazim Sabanovic, the SNAO 
liaison officer, and also a regional expert for the 
Western Balkans.

At the end of the day the success of these kinds 
of activities is down to the commitment of the 
participants, which was high throughout the event. 
Most participants not only delivered their own draft 
documents in time but were prepared to give peer 
comments on others as well. Long may the initiative 
continue!  

ECA and the Swedish NAO combine their experience in 
performance audit to help the SAIs of EU candidate and 
potential candidate countries continued
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The EU’s Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS)

“A lot of hot air?”

One of the joys of working at the ECA is that we 
get to see how Europe implements some pretty 
esoteric policy areas.  The EU’s Emissions Trading 
Scheme (ETS) is one of these. It’s the EU’s star 
policy to combat climate change, and climate 
change is back on the political agenda (think 
recent G7 communique / Paris climate change 
conference /or the recent call by Europe’s top oil 
and gas companies for a pricing system for carbon 
emissions).

The overwhelming international scientific 
consensus holds that global temperatures are 
increasing due in large part to the emission of 
greenhouse gases caused by human activity. If 
no action is taken, this will lead to changes in the 
climate and damage to the environment (through 
for example catastrophic weather events, prolonged 
droughts, changing rainfall patterns, increased sea 
levels) with real economic and social costs.  One of 
the principal accepted ways to mitigate these risks 
is to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases. 

The ETS works by setting a reducing limit on 
emissions of carbon dioxide (CO2)  and other 
greenhouse gases by energy intensive sectors  (e.g. 
steel mills and power generators) which account 
for around 50% of emissions of CO2  in the EU. 
These installations must be licenced, and they 
then receive emission allowances (either for free, 

Special Report 6/2015 “The integrity and 
implementation of the EU ETS”
By Kevin Cardiff, ECA Member

or, increasingly, by auctions). Each year, 
installations must surrender allowances to 
cover their emissions of CO2.  Allowances 
are recorded in a database at EU level (the 
“Union Registry”) and can be bought and 
sold on a multi billion euro market. Most of 
the market is derivative based.

As well as reducing overall emissions of 
greenhouse gases, the theory is that by 
establishing a price for, and a market in 
carbon, businesses will be encouraged to 
invest in low carbon technologies.  

Since its introduction in 2005 the ETS has had an 
eventful and somewhat troubled adolescence. 
It contributes to meeting the EU’s international 
climate change obligations under the UNFCCC ; it’s 
the biggest such scheme in the world;  it’s often 
quoted as a model for aspiring climate change 
policy makers around the world; and the targets 
for reduction in emissions at EU level have been 
met.  However the economic crisis in 2008 lead to 
increasing surplus stocks of allowances and reduced 
carbon prices – around 2 billion tonnes today.  And 
the ETS market was subject to well reported cases 
of theft, VAT fraud, and cyber-attacks. 

The ETS is in a continuous state of evolution. 
The latest reform of the ETS, agreed by the EU 
legislators in July 2015, aims to solve the surplus 
by automatically taking allowances off the market 
and into a reserve if the surplus exceeds a certain 
threshold.  In the opposite scenario, allowances 
could be returned to the market. 

The ECA audit

Our audit examined the framework for protecting 
the integrity of the EU ETS, and the systems 
for actually implementing the scheme in the 
Commission and the Member States up to phase 
II (end 2012). This was prompted by the risks in 
creating a functioning market to achieve the 
EU’s climate change policy, and the difficulties in 
controlling such an intangible activity (“how to 
measure hot air?”). So you would expect there to be 
a good framework involving market regulation and 
oversight, legal certainty, and systems for dealing 
with fundamental information. And the nuts and 
bolts of the implementation systems should be 
sufficiently tight.  

From left to right: Stefan den Engelsen, co-team leader; Emese 
Fésűs, co-team leader;  Kevin Cardiff, ECA Member Colm Friel, 
head of unit
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As well as visiting the Commission services, the 
audit approach involved visits to five Member 
States, desk review of two others, and consultation 
with an expert. We could not visit the actual 
installations as they do not get EU money to 
operate the scheme, so the ECA does not have audit 
access rights.

 Audit observations

We concluded that the framework for protecting 
market integrity was not sufficiently robust, 
and that there were significant implementation 
weaknesses in phase II, some of which also require 
further action in phase III. 

Concerning market integrity, without getting 
too technical, we found that despite a lot of 
improvements, there were still gaps in regulation 
and oversight of the market - even after the 
inclusion of most of the ETS market  under EU 
Directives for the markets in financial instruments 
(MiFID) and market abuse (MAD) . There was a 
lack of oversight of the emissions market and 
cooperation between regulators. And the lack of 
clarity on the actual legal definition of allowances 
was not ideal. Finally, procedures to open ETS 
accounts on the Union Registry and monitor 
transactions were just inadequate to provide 
sufficient controls against abuse. Here it was a 
kind of “catch 22” situation – Member States could 
not effectively monitor cross border transactions 
because they did not have direct access to the 
central database; but the Commission could not 
monitor them either because it had no regulatory 
basis to do so.

Concerning implementation of the ETS by the 
Commission and the Member States, we found 
problems at various levels that needed fixing to 
ensure that phase III of the ETS (from 2013) works as 
intended. The systems for monitoring and reporting 
emissions were not harmonised and showed 
control weaknesses. The Commission did not give 
enough relevant guidance, and both the Member 
States and Commission did not produce required 
annual reports. We could not assess whether 
Member states correctly implemented their 
penalty regimes due to the lack of consolidated 
information.

Audit Recommendations

We make a number of practical recommendations.

• The Commission should improve the 
regulation and oversight of the carbon 
market, especially in the context of the 
MiFID / MAD framework.

• The legal status of allowances should be 
clarified.

• Systems for processing fundamental EU ETS 
information should be improved, including 
cross border transaction monitoring, 
account opening procedures, the ETS 
registry system, and cooperation between 
relevant authorities.

• The control framework at the level of the 
Member States should be better applied.

• The level of guidance and information 
about the implementation of the ETS 
should be improved.

• The implementation of sanctions should be 
made more transparent.

Concluding remarks

Despite the above problems, our report makes clear 
that this innovative scheme has been continually 
improved. The current debate and reforms about 
the ETS focus on its effectiveness and on how to 
deal with the surplus. This audit did not address 
these issues. But with this report we show that 
attention also has to be given to basic questions 
of market integrity and implementation,  so that 
the EU can be confident that this flagship policy is 
better equipped to deliver on emission reductions 
and low carbon technologies.

Special Report 6/2015 “The integrity and implementation of 
the EU ETS”continued
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The ceremony to mark the third ECA Award, in honour 
of the late former Member of the ECA, Massimo Vari, 
was held at the ECA on Monday 11 May. President 
Caldeira opened the session by paying a tribute to 
Massimo Vari and his work at the ECA between 2006 
and 2011 and welcomed members of his family.

“Governance”, “Accountability”, “Public audit” sound 
very abstract but Massimo Vari through his work 
and through his personal example never forgot the 
individuals concerned, said President Caldeira. For 
that reason, the ECA Members felt it would be a fitting 
tribute to dedicate the 2014 edition of the award 
to his memory. Massimo Vari, who had joined the 
government of Mario Monti in 2011, passed away in 
2013.

President Caldeira invited his son Filippo Vari, who is 
himself a distinguished Professor of Constitutional Law at the European University of Rome, to begin the 
programme by sharing his thoughts, reflections and memories of his father. 

The 2014 ECA Award

The ceremony to present the 2014 ECA Award for research into public sector auditing 
was held on Monday 11 May in Luxembourg.

From left to right: Filippo Vari ( Massimo Vari's son and 
Professor of Constitutional Law at the European University of 
Rome), ECA President Vítor Caldeira, Award winner Mr Paulo 
Costa, Award winner Antonio-Martín Porras Gómez

By Rosmarie Carotti and Gilberto Moggia, responsible for the Library and Archives

Speaking on behalf of my mother and my family I would like to thank the 
President of the Court of Auditors, Mr Caldeira, and all the Members of the Court, 
for dedicating this prestigious award to the memory of my father, Massimo Vari.

I am certain that my father would have been – indeed is - immensely moved 
by this testimony to the work that he did as a Member of the Court and to the 
friendships he made here.

I thank the Members of the Court and all the people who worked with him during his mandate.

My father had a long and distinguished career. But he used to say, not only from a professional, but also from 
a human point of view, that the period he served here in Luxembourg was one of the richest of his life. Every 
week, when he came back home, he used to tell us the highlights of the week: the interesting conversations he 
had had, the things he had learned, or the funny things that had happened in this cultural melting pot that is 
Luxembourg.

Thank you for your friendship with my father and my thanks, also, to the Members of the Court of Justice here 
present for the beautiful times he spent with them outside of his work.

My father was very in favour of the unification of Europe and took every opportunity to share this enthusiasm. 
Indeed, I remember an occasion when I was about 8 years old, when my father was invited to come and speak 
to all the pupils about why European integration was important. Three weeks before he died, his last public 
speech was dedicated to the future of Europe. I would like to give my father the last word by reading the 
conclusion to this speech.

« Notwithstanding all the problems that Europe is facing, we can remain optimistic if the people who have 
responsibility for governing Europe do not forget its spiritual and cultural heritage … a heritage that takes 
us back to Greek philosophy, and to Roman law, that sought an ideal of justice sculpted out of Natural Law.  
This is the context in which Christianity took root and became the common denominator of our culture. A 
denominator which demands that law and society are always centred on Man and his inalienable dignity. »
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The ECA award – in its way – tries to single out 
scholars who through their research are helping 
to contribute to the collective efforts to develop 
public audit. The ECA also aims at developing links 
with the academic community and supporting the 
development of public audit in Europe. 

This year the award went to Paulo Costa from 
Portugal and Antonio-Martín Porras Gómez from 
Spain . The selection panel was composed of Mr 
Tuomas Pöysti (Auditor General of the National 
Audit Office of Finland), Mrs Irena Petruškevičienė (a 
former Member of the ECA) and Mr Robert Harmsen 
(Professor of Political Science at the University of 
Luxembourg). 

Paulo Costa’s thesis "The Tribunal de Contas and 
good governance: proposals for a reform of 
external financial control in Portugal" provides 
an in-depth and timely analysis of the “good 
governance” principle and its consequences on 
public sector auditing. The case of the Portuguese 
Tribunal de Contas is the starting point of a very 
comprehensive and interdisciplinary research, 
based not only on legal literature, but also on 
other complementary approaches, above all, 
political science and “new public management” 
perspectives. 

Antonio-Martín Porras Gómez’s thesis in 
constitutional law “The multi-level governance 
of European public expenditure” focusing on 
the “multilevel governance” concept, offers a 
comprehensive and very innovative analysis on the 
impact that budgetary control is expected to have 
on the overall legitimacy of governance, in terms 
of transparency, accountability and responsiveness 
of the processes. Porras Gómez’s study of the 
European multi-layered governance scheme is 
thus particularly relevant for understanding the 
EU system of budgetary control, where the entire 
budgetary cycle (programming, execution and 
control) involves governance actors located at many 
levels (supranational, national, regional and local 
governments).

The award ceremony 
was rounded off by 
a key note speech 
by Robert Harmsen, 
Professor. He framed 
the problems of 
accountability and 
legitimacy that the EU 
faces in times of crisis  

and shared insights on the important accountability 
and legitimacy challenges the EU is facing , not least 
the challenge of reaching a common understanding 
of that problem and how best to solve it. 

It is a challenge on which the EU institutions, 
including the ECA, must work closely together.

Prof. Robert Harmsen

The 2014 ECA Award continued
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1. Background to my topic

The starting idea for this academic enquiry was 
that, given the importance of its work, the Supreme 
Audit Institution within the constitutional State 
was deserving of a PhD thesis devoted to its 
missions and activities from a holistic perspective, 
thus including the legal, economic and financial 
dimensions.

It was clear that this would be a demanding task 
and a challenge. It forced me to deal with the 
concepts of constitutional law and the theory of the 
State, through a dialectic with economic rationality 
and the theories of public administration, public 
finance and public audit.

To overcome the tensions and conflicts between 
different discourses, it was essential to translate and 
absorb into the legal lexicon a number of concepts 
forged in the fields of economics and management. 
Inevitably, these concepts need to be restructured 
when brought into the legal domain.

In an attempt to accommodate the concept 
of good governance within the constitutional 
framework, I set out to characterise it as a structural 
constitutional principle.

My work also took into consideration the tensions 
between globalisation and constitutionalism. In 
fact, the very concept of governance is the result of 
global and transnational dynamics which challenge 
State-centred constitutionalism.

Public audit is not immune to this complex reality. 

Summary: "The Tribunal de Contas and good 
governance: proposals for a reform of external 
financial control in Portugal"
By Paulo Costa, ECA Award winner

The requirement for good management of public 
funds, which is inherent to the concept of good 
governance, has obliged  SAIs to readjust and 
refocus their activity primarily on performance 
audits and on the evaluation of public policies and 
programmes.

This is especially true in the context of EU 
governance. The European Court of Auditors is a 
cornerstone in the edifice of European governance, 
and it has the potential to become the centre of an 
EU network of public audit.

2. Good governance in the "Responsible State"

Public administrations have experienced significant 
changes over the last decades.

From an administration focusing on procedures 
(traditional public administration) we have shifted 
to an administration dedicated to achieving results 
(in line with the principles of the New Public 
Management).

The Traditional State has given way to the Enabling 
State (seen as a more rational State).

In recent years, issues related to the "old" values of 
the Democratic State have been taken up afresh by 
certain theories of public administration, namely 
the doctrines of New Public Service and the New 
Public Administration. This movement has led to 
what we call the Responsible State.

The beginning of the twenty-first century has also 
been marked by a severe financial, economic and 
social crisis, which has revealed serious deficiencies 
in the functioning of some structures of modern 
states, including their supervision and control 
mandates.

This reality has meant new demands and new 
challenges for SAIs.

Under the paradigm of the Responsible State, 
the standards for control and evaluation of an 
administration’s performance are more demanding 
than those expected of the Enabling State.

In the Enabling State, performance is measured 
against technical criteria of economy, efficiency and 
effectiveness. In the Responsible State, although the 

Paulo Costa
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relevance of these criteria is not ruled out, there is 
another set of criteria, closely linked to democratic 
values, which is also given consideration and 
emphasis.

The values in question are ethical standards, 
fairness, respect, transparency, responsiveness, 
answerability, citizen participation and a 
commitment to human rights. 

Human dignity must be at the centre of any 
discussion of good governance.

 As good governance “cannot consist of a simple 
policy of resource allocation and budgetary good 
practices”1, it follows that public audit cannot be 
limited to financial legality and regularity or to 
the evaluation of management quality in terms of 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness.

In essence, this means considering SAIs as Supreme 
Institutions of Good Governance.2

3. Accountability and European governance

Accountability is a crucial dimension of good 
governance.

Although EU law recognizes several citizenship 
rights3, including the right to good administration 
and the rights of petition and complaint, some 
authors accuse European governance of an 
accountability deficit. 

Others emphasise the need to enable European 
governance through a plurality of accountability 
mechanisms, recognising, in this context, the 

1 J. J. Gomes Canotilho, “Brancosos” e Interconstitucionalidade: 
Itinerários dos Discursos Sobre a Historicidade Constitucional, 
Coimbra, 2006, p. 332.
2 The expression “good governance court” is used by Nick 
Robinson in reference to the role of the Supreme Court of 
India in guaranteeing “good governance” principles, in the 
sense of “civilisational principles”. According to Robinson, 
this is the expression of the global expansion of judicial 
power – “Expanding Judiciaries: India and the Rise of Good 
Governance Court”, Washington University Global Studies 
Law Review, 8 (1), 2009, pp. 1-70.  
3 Jónatas E. M. Machado, Direito da União Europeia, 
Coimbra, Coimbra Ed. / Wolters Kluwer, 2010, p. 241.

importance of the European Ombudsman and the 
European Court of Auditors.

The ECA's activity goes beyond financial audit, in 
that it includes performance auditing. This fact, as 
well as the communication established by the ECA 
with, on the one hand, the other EU institutions 
and, on the other, European citizens, confers upon it 
an institutional role in promoting accountability.

Thus the ECA has already had a substantive role 
in promoting accountability as an element of 
European governance. Nevertheless, it is my 
thesis that greater European integration makes it 
desirable to enhance the ECA's powers. 

The need to ensure financial sustainability, and 
financial justice, in the European Union also 
demands enhanced coordination among the SAIs 
of the Member States. 

The emphasis on monetary union and the 
expectations placed in the European System of 
Central Banks were not sufficient to prevent a deep 
financial crisis in the Eurozone. 

Perhaps it is time to regard the public audit network 
as an indispensable element for ensuring financial 
stability, sustainability and justice in the Eurozone – 
and in the EU as a whole).

4. Public audit and public policy evaluation

In recent years, the audits carried out by SAIs 
have become more diverse in nature and wider in 
scope. That much is clear from the many working 
groups, committees and task forces which have 
been established by INTOSAI, EUROSAI and 
other regional bodies for the development of 
methodologies and guidelines in numerous audit 
domains.

In this context, one matter deserving particular 
attention is the distinction between audit and 
evaluation.  

Despite the proximity and close ties between 
performance audit and the evaluation of public 
programmes, attention should be drawn to certain 
dissimilarities between the two.

Summary: "The Tribunal de Contas and good governance: 
proposals for a reform of external financial control in 
Portugal" continued
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First, the fact that programme evaluators’ methods 
derive from several disciplines in the social 
sciences which are not considered in “traditional” 
audits regulated by “audit guidelines”.

Second, there is the broader scope of evaluation, 
which includes assessments of impact and 
sustainability4.

Third, there is a tendency for evaluation to be more 
open to society and conducive to involvement of 
the different stakeholders in the evaluation process.

Some authors have observed that audit is more 
objective than evaluation or, at least, carries a “more 
automatic expectation of objectivity”5. While audit 
adheres to a set of generally accepted standards 
and procedures6, this is not true of evaluation, 
where procedures change according to the actual 
circumstances of each assessment7. 

However, this does not mean that evaluation is 
not founded in theoretical premises, or that it 
corresponds to purely subjective judgments of 
reality. For this reason, my enquiry rejects the 
dichotomy between objectivity and subjectivity as 
elements characteristic of, respectively, audit and 
evaluation8. 

It still makes sense, nonetheless, to distinguish 
between audit and evaluation. 

4 INTOSAI – Working Group on Programme Evaluation, 
Programme Evaluation for SAIs – A Primer, Paris, 2010, 
p. 24.
5 Jens A. Gunvaldsen / Rita Karlsen, “The Auditor as an 
Evaluator: How to Remain an Influential Force in the 
Political Landscape”, Evaluation, 5(4), 1999, pp 464-465.
6 C. Pollitt / H. Summa, “Performance Audit and Evaluation: 
Similar Tools, Different Relationships?”, New Directions for 
Evaluation, 71, 1996, p. 31.
7 Steve Troupin / Vital Put/ Katrien Weets / Geert 
Bouckaert, “Public Audit Systems: from trends to choices”, 
6TAD – Sixth Transatlantic Dialogue: Rethinking Financial 
Management in the Public Sector, Siena, 24-26 June, 2010, 
p. 10, <http://www.6tad.org/documents/D/Troupin-Put-
Weets-Bouckaert.pdf>, consulted 15/07/2011.
8 In this connection, see Richard J. Boland, Jr., “Beyond the 
objectivist and the subjectivist: learning to read accounting 
as text”, Accounting, Organizations and Society, vol. 14, 5-6, 
1989, 591-604.

Obviously, in some cases the only audit 
(or evaluation) objective is to promote 
better management of public resources, via 
recommendations.

In other cases, however, the audit results and 
assembled evidence may provide the basis for 
the effectiveness of financial liabilities decided 
by the courts (in some models, by the Court of 
Audit). Here, formalistic procedures are of utmost 
importance with a view to ensuring the validity and 
soundness of evidence and guaranteeing “due audit 
process”. 

It also appears to me that, functionally, SAIs are very 
well suited to the task of evaluating programmes 
and public policies for the purpose of promoting 
good governance. 

So that states can accomplish their basic 
constitutional duties, and to guarantee citizens’ 
fundamental rights, significant financial resources 
are required. Thus there are strong reasons for 
including a financial dimension in the evaluation of 
public policies and programmes. 

The evaluation of public policies and programmes 
is a tool which can make a very useful contribution 
both to the soundness of public finances and to 
guarantees of the rule of law and citizens' rights. 

5. Ex-ante evaluation 

It is common to discourse about the merits of ex-
post evaluation (with which I heartily agree). Here 
and now, however, let me say something about ex-
ante evaluation.

The ex-ante evaluation of environmental impact is 
a very relevant tool for the prevention of negative 
impacts and for guaranteeing environmental 
sustainability (as addressed by principle 17 of the 
Rio Declaration on Environment and Development).

The correspondence between environmental 
sustainability and financial sustainability can be 
used to justify transposing the notion of an ex-ante 
evaluation of impact, mutatis mutandis, from the 
environmental field to that of public finances.
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To perform an ex-ante evaluation of financial 
impact, it is necessary to go beyond the traditional 
audit model, which is positivist and a posteriori9.

Long or very long-term programmes, including 
public-private partnerships, make a posteriori audits 
almost irrelevant. Indeed, a few decades after the 
signature of a partnership agreement with private 
entities, or long years after the implementation of 
a public programme, it is highly presumptuous to 
state that accountability can be assured by ex-post 
audit10.

What is more, the amounts involved in some 
contracts are so vast that, even in the event that 
financial liabilities are enforced, it is just not 
possible to re-establish the financial situation that 
pertained previous to the signing of the contract. 

These facts, associated with the demands raised by 
the principles of legality and financial sustainability, 
point to the need for legal recognition of an ex-
ante evaluation of financial impact, to be carried 
out by SAIs, focusing on contracts with a long 
implementation period or involving significant 
amounts of public money.

Good governance demands value for money.

Evaluating the potential impacts of contracts 
involving large amounts of public money, with 
effects that will have consequences for decades and 
will burden future generations of taxpayers, is an 
imperative of the rule of law. 

Ex-ante evaluation must be done by an 
independent and technically qualified body, and it 
should make it possible to avoid any unacceptable 
breaches of the principles of value for money and 
financial sustainability. Failure to ensure this will 
leave present and future generations helpless 
against the irresponsible or illegal management 
of public money.

9 Tom Ling, “Ex Ante Evaluation and the Changing 
Public Audit Function: The Scenario Planning Approach”, 
Evaluation, 9(4), 2003, p. 438.
10 Idem, pp. 438-439.

6. Recent developments

In recent years the international community has 
moved towards a broad understanding of good 
governance that is closely linked to development 
goals and the protection of human rights.

In keeping with this trend, the United Nations 
recently reiterated its commitment to strengthening 
SAIs.

This was in December 2014, when, further to a 
Resolution of 2011, the UN General Assembly 
adopted a new Resolution, "Promoting and 
fostering the efficiency, accountability, effectiveness 
and transparency of public administration by 
strengthening supreme audit institutions", in which it 
emphasised the importance of SAI independence. 

The General Assembly also underlined the key role 
to be played by SAIs in bringing about nationally 
and internationally agreed development goals and 
the post-2015 development agenda. 

As I mentioned earlier, human dignity must be the 
focal point of any discussion of good governance.

Let me now add this: human rights should also 
be at the core of future discussion about the 
mandate of SAIs, as there can be no protection 
of human rights without sound public finances.

Summary: "The Tribunal de Contas and good governance: 
proposals for a reform of external financial control in 
Portugal" continued
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The study of budgetary control as a form of control 
over contemporary political power is necessarily 
based on the observation of the radical changes 
that have been taking place, since the apogee of 
the welfare state, in the way power is acquired, 
exercised, conveyed and territorially organised. 
Governance entails political power comes to 
be exerted by multiple actors, operating upon 
different bases of legitimacy. Under the governance 
model, the various parties involved derive 
legitimacy not only from national law but also from 
other sources. In the case of multilevel governance 
networks, the law of a territorial entity coexists 
with the laws of other national, supranational and 
subnational authorities, all of which combine to 
legitimise political power.

To the extent that governance seems to go beyond 
the law (or at least beyond "a single law") and 
involves actors with different bases for legitimacy, 
conceiving the legitimacy of political power 
exercised in governance networks solely on the 
basis of national law may undermine the legitimacy 
of the governance network as a whole, which 
will ultimately generate public disillusionment 
with political power itself. It is necessary to look 
beyond the law and examine the meta-structures 
that underlie the legitimacy of political power. 
In this respect, the foundations of the legitimacy 
of political systems can be systematised using 
the classical categories of input and output 

Summary: The multi-level governance of 
European public expenditure
By Antonio-Martín Porras Gómez, ECA Award winner

Antonio-Martín Porras Gómez

legitimacy. Input legitimacy would be provided by 
the processes of authorisation, representation and 
participation; output legitimacy would be derived 
from the processes of transparency, accountability 
and responsiveness.

By comparing actual budgetary execution with 
what was originally envisaged, budgetary control 
has an impact on the legitimacy of governance, 
enhancing transparency and thus facilitating a 
subsequent process of accountability that will 
ultimately support a learning process the aim of 
which is to make political power more responsive. In 
a more complex and problematical context for the 
legitimisation of political power, the strengthening 
of transparency mechanisms is a prerequisite for 
public policies being accepted by the respective 
stakeholders. This is where the renewed centrality 
of budgetary control lies within the constitutional 
architecture.

After noting the greater importance of budgetary 
control in the contemporary State, we estimated 
the need to adopt a systematic approach to 
institutional analysis, based on a pyramid structure.

The pyramid of control

Public expenditure is comprehensively controlled 
through various superimposed layers systematically 
arranged in a pyramid structure. These layers 
correspond to different control subsystems, which 
can be initially categorised as legal and political. 
Legal subsystems use only legal parameters, while 
political subsystems can potentially use any control 
parameter. Within the broad categories of political 
and legal controls, different subsystems can be 
identified on the basis of subjective criteria (the 
identity of the body that performs the control) and 
teleological criteria (the purpose of the control). 
Thus, legal subsystems entail internal, external and 
jurisdictional controls, whereas political control 
comprises political and social controls.

The rationale for this pyramid-based stratification 
of control levels is the need to reduce information 
asymmetries in a scenario with multiple principals 
and agents. Thus, internal control reduces 
information deficits that the Government has, as 
a principal, regarding the financial performance 
of the public administration as an agent. External 
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control reduces the information asymmetry that 
the Parliament has, as a principal, with respect 
to the executive as the agent. Finally, political 
control reduces the information asymmetry that 
society has, as a principal, over other legal control 
subsystems. All these controls shed light upon 
opaque areas and lead to transparency that may 
result in subsequent accountability processes and 
substantiate the responsibility between agents 
and principals. Thus, internal control may reveal 
shortcomings that generate a need for officials 
to be accountable to senior public managers; 
jurisdictional control may allow officials and 
public managers to be held accountable to the 
courts; political control may make the executive 
accountable to the legislature based on political 
accountability procedures articulated around 
instruments such as motions of censure; and social 
control may result in all powers being accountable 
to the public, whose will is expressed through 
mechanisms such as elections.

The pyramid model of budgetary control is 
transformed via governance dynamics. Indeed, 
the formulation and implementation of policies in 
multilevel governance networks require multilevel 
control networks to be created involving various 
parties. Each control subsystem in the pyramid 
will therefore tend to be subdivided into multiple 
territorial levels, exponentially increasing the 
complexity of the system.

The transformative framework of governance

Governance involves a transformation in the 
way power is exercised, cutting across the three 
dimensions of the political enterprise: public 
policies, political institutions (polities) and the 
mobilisation of political forces (politics). These 
three elements are interrelated, thus reinforcing 
the dynamics of governance: governance networks 
often bring together actors responding to 
different stakeholders, in loosely institutionalised 
settings where certain public entities adopt a 
leadership position, and where public policies are 
characterised more by persuasion and ‘soft’ law than 
by coercion and ‘hard’ law.

The study of multilevel governance is particularly 
relevant for understanding the EU system of 
budgetary control, where the entire budgetary 
cycle (programming, execution and control) 
involves governance at different levels (European 
institutions-Member States-regions). Indeed, 
it was precisely in the study of Structural Fund 
management that the concept of multilevel 

governance emerged, i.e. the notion that the 
centres of power involved can be national as well as 
supranational and subnational, enabling policies to 
be tailored to a more complex and dynamic socio-
political context. However, this approach generates 
a number of problems that must also be taken into 
consideration. 
 
Problems of cooperation and coordination 
between control subsystems

Given the challenges of governance, control 
systems tend to assimilate multilevel governance 
and to adapt their structures, thus involving 
multiple parties at several jurisdictional levels. For 
a multilevel governance network to work properly, 
these parties have to coordinate their efforts and 
cooperate more closely.

The need for coordination in a multilevel 
governance scenario arises not only from the 
need to ensure rational use of the resources made 
available, but also from the need to respect other 
constitutional values and the legal coherence of the 
system. Budgetary control networks that prioritise 
a central coordinating external control body can 
be justified by the need to: (1) ensure a standard 
interpretation of the law; (2) legitimise expenditure 
programmes in the eyes of the taxpayer, the market 
being understood as the economic reality that 
supports taxes due to the mobility of its constituent 
tax bases; (3) legitimise expenditure programmes to 
a central power that acts as the lender of last resort 
for liabilities incurred by decentralised entities 
(the control of public expenditure of decentralised 
entities by a central authority is a crucial issue in 
the current economic and financial context, since a 
central body must ultimately be responsible for the 
possible insolvency or lack of liquidity caused by 
subnational entities); (4) guarantee the legitimising 
position of central government as representative 
of the sovereign subject; (5) maintain the structure 
of the tax system, to the extent that its unity can 
justify the need to establish the control system with 
reference to a common denominator.

Regarding cooperation between control entities 
within the EU we have seen, first of all, the 
vital importance of materiality. In this respect, 
considering that materiality expresses a political 
choice (perhaps the most political choice of all in 
budgetary control policy), we have maintained that, 
in order to establish such materiality, it would be 
ideal for those using the information explicitly to 
confirm their materiality thresholds, stating their 
risk of financial error aversion. However, this is 

Summary: The multi-level governance of European public 
expenditure continued
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something that does not occur in the EU financial 
control system.

Secondly, we have seen that an element hindering 
effective cooperation between control subsystems 
is the temporary mismatch in control cycles. 
Particularly in the external control subsystem, 
the fact that the control cycles of the various 
institutions involved are not synchronised 
generates a cross-cutting problem in the audit 
cycle, affecting cooperation at all stages: planning, 
conducting audits and publishing results. Not only 
are they not synchronised, but control cycles (the 
time from planning to publication of results) tend 
to be longer for national SAIs than at the ECA. 
This means that the ECA cannot use the results 
of national SAIs as audit evidence. In the case of 
Spain, the audit evidence provided by the Tribunal 
de Cuentas and regional audit bodies is of limited 
use to the ECA or the Commission as the audit 
cycles are out of step. The logic of the single audit 
model should involve subnational and sub-state 
institutions having shorter cycles than SAIs, which 
should in turn have shorter cycles than the ECA. 
In practice, there is a total lack of coordination 
between audit cycles.

Thirdly, a particularly frequent problem for SAIs and 
regional audit bodies is the fact that their control 
over budgetary lines financing EU programmes 
can be unsystematic or incidental, insofar as it 
might not take place every year. As European 
spending represents only a small proportion of total 
expenditure to be audited by SAIs and regional 
audit bodies, their audits of European funds will 
account for a minor share of the respective control 
programmes, making it difficult to establish a stable 
and substantive relationship between the ECA, SAIs 
and regional audit bodies.

Fourthly and lastly, there is the problem of the 
difference in mandates and asymmetry in the 
human and material resources made available to 
control institutions. Among the large number of 
control bodies operating in the European context, 
certain institutions have not a recognised full 
right of access to the accounts and transactions 
of auditees, or have access rights that are not as 
comprehensive as the ECA’s. Likewise, asymmetry 
in the allocation of resources means that the audit 
information available to control bodies is not always 
the same. All of this ultimately entails a greater 
workload for the ECA.

The constitutional dimension of European 
budgetary power

This study has advocated a concept of 
supranationality that connects with the sovereignty 
of the state. In this context, European supranational 
budgetary power is not merely a logical prerequisite 
of  European constitutionalism, projecting 
policies and actions that will ultimately be judged 
according to the binary logic of constitutionality/
unconstitutionality. The EU budget goes further 
and provides a basis for enhancing checks and 
balances (with an executive branch that spends and 
a legislative branch that authorises and controls) 
and for strengthening democratic transparency and 
accountability (through budgetary control).

However, as regards the configuration of European 
citizenship not just as a subject, but as an object of 
sovereignty, we have seen how the Member States 
continue to stand between the EU and its citizens, 
interfering in the projection of the EU’s financial 
power (in the field of taxation), thereby distorting 
and undermining the supranational dimension of EU 
power. In keeping with a historical constant by virtue 
of which financial resources are presented as a core 
element of state power, EU Member States have 
retained considerable sovereignty in this area.

The EU budgetary control system

The pyramid structure of budgetary control in the 
EU shows, first of all, how the European budgetary 
control system is characterised by an inherent 
weakness in the social control subsystem, because 
the very configuration of the tax system means that 
citizens are unaware of the existence of a European 
budget. There is thus a strong intergovernmental 
slant, according to which the European taxpayer 
would not be EU citizens themselves, but the 
Member States. European citizens do not know 
how much they pay to the Union, and are not even 
aware that they are paying taxes. Their consequent 
lack of interest in sound financial management 
therefore undermines the social control subsystem, 
which is the apex of the budgetary control system.

On the other hand, the concept of the Member 
State as a subject of EU financial law would be 
more or less accurate in terms of income (around 
90% of EU revenue comes from Member State 
contributions) but not in terms of spending, since 
the beneficiaries of EU spending programmes are 
private and public entities that differ in nature. 
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The debate on the Union's revenue, projected 
onto the Member States, is therefore disconnected 
from the debate on the allocation of costs, where 
subnational public authorities and citizens 
themselves take precedence. This can lead to 
inflation in terms of demand (due to a lack of 
awareness of the cost of spending programmes 
since neither subnational public authorities nor 
citizens contribute directly to the EU budget) and 
an attendant lack of interest in financial control 
(also because of a lack of awareness of the cost to 
the taxpayer of EU policies). All of this leads to social 
control that is excessively focused on media reaction 
(and therefore an obsession with the impact of 
fraud) that is often driven by a political dynamic of 
questioning the European integration project itself 
(Euroscepticism).

Secondly, as regards political control, we have 
seen that, even though the Council's role has 
historically been quite passive, there continue to be 
doubts about its constitutional consistency since 
it represents the Member States, which co-manage 
80% of the EU budget. In other words, there is a link 
here between controller and controlled, which may 
be contradictory and create conflicts of interest. 
Ultimately, there is a risk that the Council will tend 
to protect the Member States or hide their failings, 
thus shifting to the Commission full responsibility 
for errors committed in the budgetary execution 
process.

A similar situation, this time affecting external 
control, occurs insofar as the ECA’s members are 
appointed by the Council pursuant to Article 286.2 
TFEU. An even greater contradiction lies in the fact 
that the controlled entities (Member States) are 
actually part of the body that lays down the rules 
for budgetary execution, i.e. the Council itself. 
While the Council’s role in laying down the rules 
for budgetary execution was given less emphasis 
with the Treaty of Lisbon (in which approval of 
the Financial Regulation became a co-decision 
procedure), its power in this area still presents 
a risk, since it runs counter to the heteronomy 
principle, and is especially dangerous in the event 
that supranational and national interests diverge. 
Certain aspects of the regulations approved by the 
Council may mean that less emphasis is placed on 
Member State responsibility, to the detriment of the 
Commission, thereby undermining the budgetary 
control system.

Lastly, we have observed an inherent contradiction 
in the EU budgetary execution system, involving a 
divergence of interests and information asymmetry. 

Indeed, there is a tendency for the political 
objectives set for the implementation of the EU 
budget at the national level to diverge from the 
goals set at the supranational level. Furthermore, 
the situation of information asymmetry means 
that there will never be absolute certainty at the 
supranational level as to how the budget is spent 
in the Member States. The upshot is an agency 
relationship that leads to a complex system with a 
significant incidence of financial error.

Problematic budgetary accountability

In the control of European public expenditure 
under shared management, an incremental 
and evolutionary pattern is observed, with four 
superimposed structures of transparency and 
accountability. Firstly, there is a fragmented model 
where ab initio institutions control and channel 
accountability vis-à-vis the relevant stakeholders. By 
virtue of such mechanisms, Member States and sub-
national authorities are accountable to their own 
constituencies for their use of European funds. 
 
Secondly, there is a horizontal dynamic where actors 
responsible for governance control are accountable 
to each other. This takes place, notably in the case 
of the Commission, through a system of payment 
interruptions, suspensions and financial corrections 
for illegalities or irregularities detected. It can 
also be seen in the intergovernmental dynamics 
bringing together officials from the Commission 
and the Member States in the "comitology" process.

Thirdly, there is a new level of governance for 
transparency, which can be observed in the 
dynamics of coordination and cooperation between 
European control institutions, with patterns of 
formal or informal interaction operating on three 
levels: institutional (through organisations such as 
EUROSAI or EURORAI, and initiatives such as the 
Contact Committee of SAI Heads and other bilateral 
and multilateral agreements), technical (developing 
common methodologies) and operational 
(producing joint work programmes, audits or 
reports).

Lastly, there is an emerging fourth level, of a 
hierarchical nature, that can be seen in the 
transparency exercises conducted by the ECA and 
the accountability processes involving the European 
Parliament. In this case, a higher body has been 
created (the European Parliament) that channels the 
ultimate responsibility of the Commission to all EU 
citizens. The problem is that this entails imperfect 

Summary: The multi-level governance of European public 
expenditure continued
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integration, since the European Parliament extends 
its scope of control and accountability only to 
the Commission, leaving out all other parties 
involved in governance, based on the fiction that 
the Commission has sole responsibility for the 
management of EU funds (Article 317 TFEU).

European budgetary control policy therefore 
provides an example of the complicated nature 
of an accountability system within multilevel 
governance networks. Failures of legality and 
regularity arising in budgetary execution, as well 
as economy, efficiency and effectiveness, are 
attributed by different parties to a disparate set 
of circumstances with a view to avoiding blame. 
Hence, if there is no clear definition of lines of 
responsibility, this dynamic creates accountability 
gaps (by avoiding blame) and overlaps (by claiming 
credit for the achievements made).

In such an unstructured context, with plenty of 
gaps, where the various parties shirk responsibility, 
accuse each other of failures or shortcomings 
and claim undue credit for achievements, it may 
be desirable, for the sake of clarity, for a single 
party to assume overall responsibility for the 
policy as a whole, even if only on a symbolic level. 
The allocation of responsibilities by citizens or 
parliamentarians according to the actual role of 
each party in a multi-level governance network 
may be virtually impossible in a scenario of limited 
rationality. It would therefore be appropriate to 
introduce a dimension of legitimacy, even if only 
symbolic, where a party assumes all responsibility 
for the policy: this applies to expenditure under 
the EU budget which, according to Article 317 
TFEU, is implemented by the Commission on 
its own responsibility. The aim is therefore that 
the Commission should be accountable to 
Parliament, based on the fiction that it has objective 
responsibility for execution of the EU budget.

However, the fact that the Commission does not 
have full powers over budgetary implementation 
(according to a very strict interpretation of the 
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality) 
removes much of the meaning of the accountability 
process. Accountability is not an end in itself; 
as a process that legitimises those who exercise 
public power, it should be viewed in the broader 
context of output legitimacy, where transparency, 
accountability and responsiveness are interlinked. 
Leaving the Commission to its own devices 
in the accountability process may ultimately 
affect responsiveness, and therefore the goal of 
generating feedback with a view to adapting 

the administrative capacity of the bureaucratic 
apparatus to the demands of society. The 
accountability process that takes place in Parliament 
by means of budgetary discharge merely serves 
as a sounding board for political forces which 
seek to emphasise expenditure policy problems. 
Such a process fails to allow for changes in policy 
implementation, because budgetary execution 
powers in practice lie with the Member States, 
which are not accountable to Parliament.

In this respect, different solutions have been 
proposed to increase accountability in the 
management of the EU budget: (1) referencing 
payments to the Member States themselves, not 
to final beneficiaries; (2) eliminating the European 
dimension of the accountability process, breaking 
it down at national level, thus making the Member 
States accountable to their own constituencies; (3) 
making the Member States assume responsibility, 
at the supranational level through national 
Statements of Assurance, and at the national level 
with regard to their own national parliaments; and 
(4) maintaining the status quo, but with greater 
enforcement capabilities by the Commission as a 
supranational metagovernor.

It is this fourth option that has been followed 
in recent years, as witnessed in the changes 
introduced by Regulation No 1083/2006 and the 
recent Financial Regulation No 966/2012, which 
reinforced the nodal nature and coercive powers 
of the Commission. In any case, greater Member 
State accountability would also be required as part 
of a more consistent process. In this regard, national 
constitutional frameworks could help to square the 
circle if they were reformulated with a view, firstly, 
to recognising the existence, as a constitutionally-
founded reality, of a set of supranational spheres of 
authority granting legitimacy to European citizens. 
Such recognition would facilitate Member State 
accountability before the European Parliament. 
Secondly, national constitutional systems should 
take into account the European dimension of 
certain national policies. This would facilitate the 
accountability of national executives before their 
own parliaments as regards the implementation 
of European policies. Such a constitutional 
reconfiguration would provide a system of double 
accountability: firstly, of national governments 
before their own parliaments; and secondly, 
of national governments before the European 
Parliament. Thus we see how constitutional 
recognition of the governance paradigm, allowing 
for constitutional and legal provisions to be 
included within broader frameworks of governance, 
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can help to preserve constitutional values under 
new forms of political power. All of this would 
broaden existing control channels. 
 
Metagovernance as squaring the circle of 
governance

Our analysis of the system for controlling European 
public expenditure is an empirical study of 
multilevel governance: we have observed a highly 
complex institutional framework that offers certain 
advantages, especially regarding the benefits of 
comparative advantages and economies of scale at 
each level of governance, but also disadvantages 
such as the loss of an overall sense of coherence in 
joint political action, or the creation of areas of non-
responsibility.

The question is, does the new governance 
paradigm risk generating problems that make 
it inconsistent with constitutional values? The 
answer must be that, while it is true that certain 
constitutional values such as good financial 
management may be at risk, there are at the same 
time new metagovernance dynamics that arise 
precisely to defend these values within governance 
networks, asserting the democratic accountability 
of traditional government. The introduction and 
strengthening of metagovernance involves creating 
new channels through which to control political 
power.

Any governing entity must operate under a 
"shadow of hierarchy". Our hypothesis is that 
this "shadow of hierarchy" is projected through 
metagovernance, which would be a State action 
originally based on the government paradigm but 
expressed through mechanisms of governance. 
It should be stressed that the introduction of 
elements of centralisation and coercion that 
are characteristic of metagovernance does not 
entail a return to the traditional paradigm of 
government since metagovernance generates 
dynamics of coordination, not direction. Also, as we 
have pointed out, coordination not only involves 
leading, inspiring, supporting and controlling, but 
also excludes any scope for doing away with the 
independence of governing entities by means of 
directly binding and executive orders. The fact is 
that we have seen how the reform introduced by 
Regulation No 1083/2006 gave the Commission 
new powers to suspend payments, as well as 
requiring the provision of information by Member 

State authorities, which maintained their position 
of independence. The metagovernor can therefore 
be viewed as an orchestral conductor upon whose 
guidance all governing parties rely.

In this context, we can be certain that government 
will remain essential, especially as a metagovernor, 
while maintaining its territorial projection and 
democratic legitimacy. It is governments that the 
public will ultimately hold accountable. Citizens 
cannot grasp the complexity of governance 
networks, nor can they carry out a weighted 
allocation of responsibilities among those involved 
in governance and government. Citizens are not 
experts in political science, much less in public 
audit, and at times of crisis and distress their only 
option is to ask the government to take action, as 
is clear from the debates that are currently taking 
place against a backdrop of economic crisis.

Generating metagovernance dynamics can be 
seen as an attempt to create new mechanisms 
for channelling political power. This has been 
observed in the case of European budgetary 
control, with the progressive reinforcement of new 
supranational powers granted to the Commission 
and the European Parliament. However, this means 
of reinforcing legitimacy by creating new channels 
must take account of the need to expand existing 
channels, a process that would entail national legal 
systems incorporating public governance dynamics. 
We have noted in this connection that constitutions 
need to make explicit provision for supranational 
dynamics. This would entail projecting 
constitutional values at the supranational level, by 
holding national governments accountable to the 
European Parliament (through national Statements 
of Assurance) or to national parliaments. These 
two mechanisms, i.e. creating new channels and 
broadening existing ones, would be the only 
means of controlling the way political power is 
exercised today, and would preserve constitutionally 
enshrined values of sound financial management 
in the new socio-political scenario of multilevel 
governance.

Summary: The multi-level governance of European public 
expenditure continued
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Rasa Budbergytė, ECA Member, met with the European Commissioner for Health and Food Safety, Vytenis 
Andriukaitis, on an official visit on 16 June. Three performance audits, for which Rasa Budbergytė is the 
reporting member, were discussed during the bilateral meeting: EU implementation of animal disease 
eradication, control and monitoring programmes; EU preparedness for serious cross border health threats; 
and food waste.

FocusE
FOCUS

A

From left to right: Gediminas Kirkilas Deputy Speaker of the 
Seimas and Chairman of the Committee on European Affairs; Rasa 
Budbergytė, ECA Member; Arminas Lydeka, Deputy Chairman of the 
Committee on European Affairs; H.E. Loreta Graužinienė, Speaker of 
the Seimas; Vitor Manuel Caldeira, ECA President; H.E. Gediminas 
Varvuolis, Ambassador; and Ričardas Sargūnas Member of the Seimas 
Committee on Social Affairs and Labour and Head of the Group for 
Inter-parliamentary Relations with the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg

An official delegation of the Parliament of Lithuania visited the Chamber of Deputies of the Grand Duchy of 
Luxembourg on 10-12 June and met with Vitor Manuel Caldeira, ECA President and Rasa Budbergytė, ECA 
Member for a working lunch on 12 June.

The delegation was leaded by Loreta Graužinienė, Speaker of the Parliament, and included Gediminas 
Kirkilas, Deputy Speaker of the Parliament and Chair of the Committee on European Affairs; Ričardas 
Sargūnas, Member of the Seimas Committee on Social Affairs and Labor and Head of the Group for Inter-
parliamentary Relations with the Grand Duchy of Luxembourg; Arminas Lydeka, Deputy Chairman of the 
Committee on European Affairs; and H.E. Gediminas Varvuolis, Ambassador of the Republic of Lithuania to 
the Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg.

Rasa Budbergytė, ECA Member, welcomes visitors 
in June 2015
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Congress of AIACE in Bratislava
Three former senior employees of the ECA attended the congress of the Association International des 
Anciens de la UE in Bratislava. Hendrik Fehr as President of the German sector of AIACE. 
Four other retired ECA officials also participated in this event.

To celebrate Schuman Day in Poland and raise the profile of 
the Court of Auditors, Sebastian Mitrowski, Emilia Słupska and 
Jarosław Pałosz manned the ECA’s stand at the European Village 
in Warsaw’s historic centre on Saturday 9 May 2015. 

The European Village was a part of the 16th Schuman Parade: 
a large, outdoor event reaching out to the people of Warsaw 
on the Polish capital’s most popular street, Krakowskie 
Przedmieście. It welcomed students and members of 
school European Clubs, along with many journalists and 
representatives from all major EU institutions, including MEPs. 
 

The ECA’s stand was one of many stands representing European and Polish institutions. This year, 
however, the ECA’s representatives also worked closely with the Latvian Presidency and the Embassy of 
Luxembourg in Warsaw and, as a result, were able to boast one of the most interesting and diverse stands 
in terms of the information and materials on offer. Many visitors were delighted to take part in the ECA’s 
quiz, and some teenagers even displayed great team spirit in searching for the right answers. Most of 
the questions were answered correctly, with winners receiving prizes. Various ECA promotional materials 
were also distributed to children and teenagers. Almost 1000 leaflets were handed out along with 
gadgets to help raise the Court’s profile among visitors to the event.  

Also worthy of note was the ECA’s role, for the first time, as co-organiser of the debate “What does it mean 
development aid? Different perspectives to captivate that subject”. The ECA’s patronage was very much 
appreciated, especially our inclusion of two renowned scholars in the debate: Patryk Kugiel from the 
Polish Institute of International Affairs and Kamil Zajączkowski from the University of Warsaw.

The organisers estimated that there were between ten and twelve thousand visitors, and the ECA’s stand 
was named one of the top three at the event!

Schuman Parade in Warsaw, Poland 
European Village, 9 May 2015
By Emilia Słupska, private office of Augustyn Kubik

From left to right: Francois Muller, Philippe 
Blocman and Prof. Dr. Hendrik Fehr

Schuman Day in Poland
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The Court’s assessment of EUPOL Afghanistan, a civilian 
Common Security and Defence Policy (CSDP) mission, found 
that it had been partly effective in delivering its mandate.  
While external factors may provide some explanation for this, 
other shortcomings can be attributed to EUPOL itself. 

The Court makes a number of recommendations, applicable 
not only to EUPOL Afghanistan, but also to other CSDP missions 
aiming to improve their effectiveness and the sustainability of 
the outcomes achieved. 

The EU police mission in Afghanistan: 
mixed results

Special Report N°7/2015 

The ECA says:
 
Hello to: 

Nicholas EDWARD
Shane ENRIGHT
Benjamin JAKOB
Guillaume PRINGIERS
Mark ROGERSON
Roland VAN WAAS

Goodbye to:  

Sylvie ERCOLI
Jean-Pierre JOST
Annie LANDMANN
Cynthia MATALA-TALA
Petra MOLL
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President Caldeira’s introduction

President Caldeira welcomed and introduced 
Vice President Šefčovič who has been assigned by 
Commission President Jean-Claude Juncker with 
the ambitious task “to bring about a resilient Energy 
Union with a forward looking climate change 
policy” by the end of 2019. 

Energy security had been the topic of the ECA’s 
recent conference on EU Energy Security in Brussels 
(see ECA Journal, May 2015 where Vice President 
Šefčovič was the keynote speaker. The EU’s 
objective in creating a single energy market is not 
only to promote energy security but also to achieve 
efficiency gains, competitive prices and higher 
levels of service, President Caldeira said. 

He resumed the EU’s priorities in the energy 
sector: security of energy supply, effective energy 
infrastructure, legislation, market structures and 
regulation. 

The Commission’s first proposal on the internal 
energy market was made in 1992. Since then 
three legislative packages on market liberalisation 

Bridge Forum Dialogue
“Energy Union: time for Europe to deliver”
8 June 2015

By Rosmarie Carotti

The Bridge Forum Dialogue a.s.b.l. organised this conference under the chairmanship 
of Vítor Manuel da Silva Caldeira, ECA President. Maroš Šefčovič, Vice-President of the 
European Commission responsible for EU Energy policy, was the keynote speaker. 

Vice President Maroš Šefčovič and Vítor Manuel da Silva Caldeira, 
ECA President

have been enacted but there is not yet a single 
market in energy. Furthermore, developing the 
internal market has revealed a need for an EU level 
governance system. European regulators have a role 
in the oversight of the energy market, facilitating 
cross border cooperation as necessary, and also 
a role in consumer protection. In this context the 
Commission’s proposal to review the powers of the 
Agency for the cooperation of energy regulators 
(ACER) should also be seen.

The campaign of Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič

The energy transition towards low carbon 
comprises power generation, distribution and 
consumption, and can only be achieved with public 
support from stakeholders and citizens. A new 
approach is needed and barriers have to be taken 
down. How can European high-tech be put at the 
service of the European citizens? How to channel 
better the support of € 6 billion of Horizon 2020 
funding in the field of energy?

The political momentum for energy security 
came when the energy crisis hit in 2009. Today 
no politician is disputing that the climate change 
is happening. However, Europeans simply pay 
too much for energy and heating compared to 
consumers in the US and elsewhere. Today 10% of 
European consumers cannot pay their bills. Europe 
needs to make sure that energy prices will become 
competitive.

During the crisis, Europe also went through a period 
of under-investment and today it is still investing 
20% less than before the crisis. Europe needs to 
address this issue as well. The crisis in Eastern 
Ukraine triggered the reflection over a change and 
an Energy Union strategy which is being promoted 
by Jean-Claude Juncker. The energy transition 
strategy presented in February of this year got 
clear endorsement by the Heads of State and 
Governments in the European Council, but now 
the new phase of legislative proposals requires the 
mobilisation of public opinion.
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The next phase

It is time for delivery. The Vice-President informed 
the conference that the Commission will present 
this summer a first package of legislative proposals 
on how to change the electricity market design 
and how to trade electricity. The Commission also 
intends to propose another communication for 
consumers, to show how consumers can select 
their providers, how they can make their houses 
more energy efficient, how they can use smart 
technologies, or how they can become producers 
themselves. 

This summer, the Commission will present a reform 
of the emissions trading system. It shall ensure a fair 
carbon price and eliminate 
the existing anomalies on 
the European market. The 
Commission also intends to 
produce pieces of legislation 
to ensure that security of 
supply is guaranteed and 
improve the transparency of 
commercial contracts. And 
it will present its strategy on 
liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
because Europe needs to find 
alternatives and additional 
supplies, and plans to 
complement the gas supply with LNG.

Case of Luxembourg

Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič said that he has 
combined the energy Council meeting with an 
energy tour in Luxembourg and a meeting with 
Prime Minister Bettel with whom he has had a good 
discussion about how Luxembourg sees itself in the 
Energy Union. 

Luxembourg would benefit from better energy 
connections, be it gas or electricity, although it 
is a kind of pioneer in the internal energy market 
because the country is part of the first truly 
common gas market with Belgium and part of a 
very well-functioning regional cooperation with 
Germany.

However, because of its size and geographical 
location, the question is will Luxembourg be 
capable of achieving the renewables targets, or will 

it be able to handle the very high emissions from 
transport?

Achieving Governance

In the energy sector, the legal basis is different than 
in other areas. The Lisbon treaty has a new article 
on shared competence in the field of energy. The 
Commission wants to work with the Member States 
in a way of solid cooperation and trust and has 
presented an analysis by country which is a draft 
proposal in the optics of the Energy Union.

In the autumn, the Commission intends to present 
the first state of the Energy Union and suggest 
how the future national energy and climate plans 

should look like. All Member 
States are called to present 
next year in May their 
national energy and climate 
plans. Vice-President Maroš 
Šefčovič also announced 
an energy debate in 
late autumn before the 
December European 
Council.

Some points from the 
public debate

Asked about the results of the G7 meeting in the 
field of energy, Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič 
referred to the situation in Ukraine. While there is 
no clear progress in the peace process in Eastern 
Ukraine, the EU cannot but see a continuation of 
the sanctions on the Russian Federation. This has an 
impact on the energy sector as well because a solid 
framework is needed to make sure that the flow of 
gas through the Ukraine will not be interrupted. 
Discussions are not easy but all efforts concentrate 
on closing the deal for next winter before the end of 
June.

Another important issue was the very strong 
endorsement of several leaders, including the 
President of the European Commission, on the 
price conference, COP 21. The Europeans are 
clearly the leaders on this topic in Paris. It is about 
creating a new business culture in the world, 
where environment is respected, new technologies 
applied, investment dumping prevented. Europe 
wants others to join its efforts.
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An important date for trade emissions will be the 
G 20 in autumn where a strong call from European 
leaders can help to achieve the results. In the 
meantime Europe welcomes the G7 declaration 
of Japan which stays open to adopting carbon 
emissions target. 

Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič has no doubt that 
there is the need for Caspian gas in Europe for 
2020. From the Nabucco pipeline situation, Europe 
tries to take the lessons of the interaction between 
business and politics. However, as much as Europe 
needs Russian energy, the Russian government 
needs revenues from energy exports.

Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič also referred to the 
concerns in Central and Eastern Europe on energy 
security. There is there a very strong support for 
common purchase of gas but a lot of hesitation in 
Western European countries concerning the legality 
of such a measure. 

About the question of transparency in energy 
contracts, the Commission is examining how to 
improve the transparency of commercial deals 
through aggregation of information so that 
the dominant supplier no longer can impose 
conditions. To tackle the overdependence on the 
dominant supplier, it is important to diversify 
sources, improve the interconnections, help each 
other in difficult situations and have contingency 
plans.

The Commission is also working on the revision 
of the decisions of the European Parliament and 
Council on intergovernmental agreements, again 
to avoid the South Stream experience where the 
intergovernmental agreements were signed and 
later found to be in breach of the European treaty.

On energy mix, Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič 
points out that the national sovereignty has to be 
respected but that the EU needs to make sure that 
the highest safety and environmental standards 
are kept. Nationalist thinking goes against the logic 
of the European Union and against the logic of 
regional and European cooperation.

Vice-President Maroš Šefčovič called for an 
assessment of how much can be saved through 
energy efficiency over the generations. Energy 
taxation is a hot potato in political terms which 

is why the Commission prefers a reform of ECTS,  
a market-based mechanism. And, of course, the 
Commission would like to have the ECTS system on 
a global scale.

Conclusion

ECA President Vítor Caldeira thanked Vice-President 
Šefčovič for his commitment and the clearly new 
impetus in the Commission for developing a 
single energy market. The creation of an effective 
internal market will help address Europe’s energy 
security concerns. But to achieve it, there needs to 
be political agreement and careful targeting of the 
available investment through long-term policies.

Vice President Maroš Šefčovič and Vítor Manuel da Silva Caldeira, 
ECA President

Bridge Forum Dialogue
“Energy Union: time for Europe to deliver” continued
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